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A Word from the Editors
Welcome to the final issue of 2012. As ever, we enjoyed reading the great variety of prose and
poetry and were faced with the challenge of selecting from a high standard of work. In this
edition we’re pleased to feature the work of new writers who are making their From Glasgow
to Saturn debuts alongside more established authors. To that effect, we’re delighted to
publish an extract from Rodge Glass’s new short story collection LoveSexTravelMusik, while
our artwork for this issue is provided by artist Natasha Russell.
Although based in Glasgow, the magazine receives submissions from writers based
around the world and attracts a global readership. We feel that this issue’s prose reflects this.
Inside this edition an American couple in a motel face a difficult decision, a visitor struggles
with life in Kenya, a bodyguard in Krakow anxiously awaits the man he’s protecting, and,
closer to home, multicultural perspectives are explored through an everyday bus journey.
Meanwhile, on the poetry front, there’s a homage to Yeats, a letter to Burns, the
removal of a local phone box and reflections on a bitter parting. Of course, it wouldn’t be our
December issue without a comment on the festive season, provided in the form of JoAnne
McKay’s ‘Shopping Days to Christmas’.
On that note, we’d like to wish all our readers a Merry Christmas. Thank you for your
continued support throughout 2012, and we hope the magazine has continued to be an
enjoyable and valuable resource. As Zadie Smith states: ‘other people’s words are the bridge
you use to cross from where you are to wherever you’re going’.1 The pieces we select for each
issue are the ones that we as writers find inspiring; works we can learn from; works that
remind us why we do what we do.
2013 is set to be an exciting year for From Glasgow to Saturn so follow us on Twitter
or like on Facebook to keep up to date. We look forward to reading your submissions in the
New Year, but for now we hope you enjoy Issue 29.
Shaunagh Jones | Calum Maclean |Kevin Scott
Editors
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Zadie Smith, ‘That Crafty Feeling’, in Changing My Mind (London: Penguin Books, 2009)
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A letter from Mr. Daniel Stuart of The Morning Post to
Mr. Robert Burns
JoAnne McKay

Dear Mr Burns,
Thank you for your poem, “To a haggis”.
I am at a loss how to begin,
so shall only say that I endeavoured
to counter my initial confusion at your work
by procuring a “haggis” through the auspices
of my good friend Dunbar, of Edinburgh.
I regret to tell you that
the provision, though sent post,
arrived in a rancid state
thus I was unable to sample it.
I was somewhat perturbed, however,
when Mr. Boswell, a regular visitor
to these offices, insisted on boiling it,
and after a lengthy steaming
proceeded to consume it with,
I can only say, gusto.
Dr. Johnson and I were forced to retire
to the outer office for the progress
of this degustation
though I must say it has helped me
to consider your coinage,
“warm-reekin”, in line eighteen,
appropriate.
Which leads me nicely to your verse.
I am sorry, but upon careful consideration
I do not feel it to be suitable for our readership
for a number of reasons, not least the use
of what I assume to be your vernacular tongue.
In this regard, may I offer you a small piece of advice.
Dr. Johnson, whom I have previously mentioned,
is currently working on what will, I think,
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be a major boon to prospective writers,
such as yourself.
It is a dictionary, in which he will provide
the correct spellings, pronunciation and definitions
of the words in current usage in our mother tongue,
the King’s English.
I took the liberty of consulting Samuel,
during his aforementioned visit,
and he informed me that
“hurdies”, “sconner” and “sned”
appear nowhere in his work,
which will, assuredly, be authoritative.
On publication, I suggest
you secure a copy.
I must leave you now,
with my very best regard,
for I have an invite to the inaugural
“Shakespeare’s Supper” in Pall Mall,
an evening of celebration of The Bard’s life.
It has been conceived by the Literary Club
and Mr. Goldsmith is sure it will catch on.
I wish you good health sir,
Yours, etc.
Mr. Daniel Stuart, The Morning Post, London.
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Have We Broken Down?
James Carson
The distracted driver crashes a red light and ploughs through a kerbside lake. The water
fountains up prettily, finding landfall just as a pedestrian sets a smartly-shod foot on to the
road. The muddy wave propels him back on to the pavement, and all thoughts of his night in
the company of Madame Butterfly are sunk.
Distracted Driver is still thinking about what his wife said this morning. He’s
wondering how he’s going to manage.
Seated at the front of the bus, the pensioner in the mushroom raincoat has a boiled egg
on his mind. And there’s still a bit of stale bread left for toast. He wishes he could afford a
packet of digestives.
Behind him, a Polish woman is saying ‘Czy naprawdę myślisz, że mnie lubi?’ A second
Polish woman laughs and says ‘Tak! Tak!’ Across the aisle, a boozy, red-faced man is
glowering at them.
Upstairs, a knackered workie has the top deck to himself. He lights up a spliff and looks
out at big, lumpy buildings. His hi-vis jacket is caked in cement. He closes his eyes, inhales
and holds it.
Distracted Driver is still thinking about the divorce. He never thought it would come to
this. Mushroom Raincoat is still thinking about digestives.
At the back of the bus, a wiry teenager with a struggling moustache is cradling his
treasure. His face, a festival of acne, is beaming in anticipation. He clasps the ring tightly at
the memory of what Bonzo said.
‘Putty in your hands, buddy. Once that’s on her finger, the little lady’s all yours, nae
danger.’
The boys in the garage had agreed.
‘She’ll love it, mate.’ Moynesy said.
‘Dinnae forget tae get doon on one knee!’ That was Snackpot, the lothario of
Musselburgh.
And Arsewipe was being an arsewipe, as usual. ‘Nah, she’s the wan you want on her
knees, but.’
Moynesy cut him off. ‘Shut it, ya knobdobber! You’ve never even done it wi’ a lassie!
Trust me, mate, she’ll love it.’
She’d better, thinks Ringboy. There’s another twenty-seven payments.
In front of Ringboy, a woman in a shrimp anorak is reading a book called The Meaning
of Love. She’s taken a brief look at the paper left on the seat, but dumped it after page one.
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Others might find celebrities and substance abuse amusing, but after a double shift in
customer service she sees the world for what it is.
Beside her, a nervous Somali has had another bad day. He wishes he could get used to
the lab procedures, but the supervisor speaks too fast. He has read the guidelines on how to
store and dispose of hazardous waste materials; he understands the rules about using
personal protective equipment at all times. But when he asks Margaret a simple question,
she answers at top speed. And she keeps sighing when he asks her to repeat. His English is
good. First class, his teacher told him. He knows when to use compliment with an i and when
to use complement with an e. He understands the subjunctive mood. But he cannot
understand Margaret.
Polish Woman Number Two laughs again. ‘Jesteś złą kobietą!’ Polish Woman Number
One smiles and shrugs. Boozy Redface is glowering at them.
The bus takes a sharp corner. Two seats behind Boozy Redface, a woman in a fur coat
winces and clutches her side. She knew it would be bad tonight, as soon as the pain started at
lunchtime. She redirects a stray silver hair back into place, and looks out at the smokers
huddled together like new-born mice. She doesn’t like this area, and if the lift is broken she’ll
have to face that dark stairwell.
Nervous Somali looks out at the great bucket-loads of water being emptied from the
sky. At home, there is no rain. He thinks about Deeqa. Had she not died, he would be with
her tonight, eating canjeelo and laughing. Had she not died. That is the subjunctive mood.
Shrimp Anorak has finished reading and is rummaging in her bag. She captures a
fugitive sherbet lemon and blows the fluff off before placing it between her lips and letting it
slide into her mouth. Everything was going fine until that last call. Cheeky bastard!
Fur Coat is trying to think about afterwards. The pain will have eased and she can have
a cup of tea and a digestive biscuit. Then, a good night’s sleep between clean, flannel sheets.
Nervous Somali is trying not to think about tomorrow. Margaret wants a meeting.
‘Nothing to worry about’, he thinks she said, ‘It’s not a problem.’ Which probably means it is.
A trail of sherbet leaks out of the yellow shell. Shrimp Anorak lets the bitter powder
fizzle on her tongue. Cheeky bastard! ‘I think you’ll find that I am the customer and you are
the service.’ She bites down hard.
Fur Coat rubs her naked finger. Next time Simon visits he’ll be shocked at how much of
his inheritance has gone. He won’t notice how much of her has gone. The Waterford crystal
was first, then the Meissen. She hoped the eternity ring would live up to its name. But a
really bad episode on Friday drove her back to the tower block. The dealer accepted the ring
with a lopsided grin and dropped the little package into her palm. ‘That’ll set you right, little
lady, nae danger.’
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She can’t remember it as bad as this. When the pain first began, in August, she tried to
imagine its size, and settled on an egg. Tonight, it’s a grapefruit. She’ll not see a doctor, not
after what they did to William. She’ll deal with it in her own way. But after the fur coat,
there’s nothing left.
Mushroom Raincoat levers himself from his seat and totters to the front of the bus.
‘This stop, driver.’
Distracted Driver’s still thinking about the divorce. He’s no idea where he’s going to
live.
‘This stop, driver.’
And then there’s Kyle. The little lad’s been crying a lot lately and won’t say why.
He slams on the brakes. A demented passenger is bellowing at him through the plastic
screen, demanding liberation. The doors grudgingly slide open and Mushroom Raincoat debuses, muttering obscenities.
Distracted Driver is now Totally Pissed-off Driver. He’s about to close the doors when
there’s a commotion behind the cab.
Polish Woman Number Two is in tears and Polish Woman Number One is shouting
‘Leave us alone!’ Boozy Redface is now Boozy Purpleface. He’s roaring at them to go back to
Russia where they belong. Nervous Somali is pressing himself hard against the window,
wishing it was a door. Shrimp Anorak is rummaging in her bag again. Totally Pissed-off
Driver shouts ‘Fuck’s going on back there?’ He hears a scream.
Shrimp Anorak is now Mad Gunwoman. She’s on her feet and pointing the gun at Boozy
Purpleface, who is now Pop-eyed Paleface. Ringboy has dropped the ring and has been
instantly transformed into Ex-Ringboy. He’s scrambling on the floor for it.
Mad gunwoman’s aim is sure, her hand rock-steady, her eyes locked. Nervous Somali
has his eyes screwed shut, trying to get away from now. Polish Woman Number Two is
whimpering. Fur Coat cries out, ‘Can someone please help me!’
Pop-eyed Paleface makes a run for it. He lunges towards the open doors and leaps from
the platform, landing face down in a brown puddle. He’s on his feet and round the corner
faster than a sixteen stone man on six pints, three chasers and an empty stomach should
humanly manage.
Mad Gunwoman is still pointing the gun. Scared-shitless Driver is on the radio
demanding a SWAT team. Everyone jumps and ducks as the gun crackles to life.
Mad gunwoman lifts the gun to her head.
‘Hello? Yes, there is, cupboard above the sink. All right, we must have run out. How was
your day? No, just the usual. Yes. Love you too.’
Novelty Phone Woman drops the phone into her bag and reclaims her seat, morphing
effortlessly back into Shrimp Anorak. She rummages in her bag and fishes out The Meaning
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of Love. Beside her, Nervous Somali is in the foetal position. He’s making high-pitched
whistling noises, like a short wave radio. Polish Woman Number One is trying to rouse Fur
Coat. There’s no response.
Ex-Ringboy surfaces with a triumphant ‘EASY!’ His ecstasy is short-lived. The stone is
missing, and he has a premonition of his future as a guy called Arsewipe.
Knackered Workie thumps down the stairs, grinning oddly.
‘Have we broken down?’
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Shoes
Angeleen Renker
You left your shoes behind
when you left.
I would sometimes sit on the floor
and watch them sit there
staring at me.
It’s an odd thing to forget,
your shoes.
I mean,
it must have been cold
and uncomfortable
walking home.
It was raining after all.
It was autumn.
That’s what gets me,
You needed to be away from me
so much
you didn’t care.
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Oyster Perpetual
Richie McCaffery
I remember the day that, after a week off,
one of my friends returned to school wearing
on his thin boy’s wrist, his father’s Rolex
like a huge bird of prey resting on his arm.
We were all envious back then, but now
I’m saddened by such an inheritance.
His dead father saddled his son
with the valuable time he’d stolen.
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Gauche
Richie McCaffery
Most spiral staircases go in one direction
to favour the right-handed sword fighter
and in such a world I have little chance
of defending myself against attack.
If I find myself cornered in such a way
I’ll have to chance my right arm
and all the while my gauche left hand
will guide me up the ropes.
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We’re All Gonna Have the Blues
Rodge Glass
	
  
I reckon it’ll be late autumn, heading into winter. That time of year when Europe goes black
long before the end of the working day and people walk home by lamplight, eyes on their
shoes, umbrellas held out like shields against the wind. In the November cold even life’s
winners grip the rail on the underground or the tram, coats damp, wondering what they
might have done with their best years. Jaro says it’s all about temperature drop. About
smells too. The physical is everything, he says in that low growl of his, as if what he’s saying
couldn’t possibly be disputed. Jaro tells me that even if people don’t know they know it, most
folks can sense darkness coming. Their bodies can. Their brains. And this is when he sees it
happening, at the back end of one of our bleakest days, the water steadily rising, creeping up
on us like old age. No big flash of light. No earth-shattering crash or bone-shaking split. He
says it’ll probably all start all quiet, while we’re both here, far from home, amongst the
doubters of Eastern Europe.
Where I sit right now, at a low table in The Jazzrock Blues Bar in Krakow, underneath
the low brick arch, I’m waiting for Jaro to show. I usually hold off on my first grown up drink
till he appears, but this day has felt like a week and the fat old bastard was supposed to be
here half an hour ago, so fuck it, I’m getting started. I order a beer, pay and sit back down at
the moment the Magda Octavia Quartet float on stage to the pitter-patter of warm applause;
as they pick up their instruments I count six of them. This seems an important detail. Right
now, all details seem important. Perhaps because I did eighteen hours yesterday, I was up
five hours before polls even opened today, the night is climbing all over me and my mind’s
beginning to run. Jaro says that’s okay – he says that wherever I am, it’s the running mind
that’s got me here – but these days I mostly dream of just lying still. I sit at my table and sip,
and swallow, and as the music starts I wonder why there are six people in this jazz quartet,
and wonder where the fuck Jaro is, and then I become convinced that this is how it’s going to
be: it’ll begin in a place like this, on a night like this, the floodwaters lapping at the door then
suddenly breaking through. Beata, our Glorious Leader, wrote in this week’s email to all staff
that together, we can hold back even the strongest tides, but then she’s bound to say that –
it’s her job to ignore reality. She was born for this game of ours because she –
1)

doesn’t change her mind about anything

2)

doesn’t like travelling to explain that, and

3)

is senior enough not to have to.

But instead of dictating a letter, sending an email or God forbid picking up a telephone to get
things done, she ruffles my curls, promises me treats for good behaviour and sends me
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bounding across the Channel, into the corridors of not-much-power, tail wagging and tongue
hanging out, messages tied to my collar. My task? To sniff the arses of those at my level, then
persuade them to go home and bark at their masters that no matter which Party wins the
election, it’s really about time they opened their hearts to the movement. Most of us younger
generation know appeasement will fail. Right now we’re busy appeasing all over Europe, in
Germany, France, in Switzerland – in jobs where all sensible tactics will have no impact until
it’s nearly too late. Jaro understands this. Say what you like about him but the man has a
good nose for the brown stuff. First you need to eliminate poverty, he told me last year, on
my 21st birthday. Then crime. Then cellulite. Then maybe we’ll get people’s attention. But in
the meantime, we’re fucked. He forked a meatball and swallowed it in one go. Still, at least
we can die knowing we were the kind of losers who never gave in to the Dark Side. There’s
another reason Beata keeps me on permanent duty in Krakow – to babysit a man twice my
age who talks like the Star Wars trilogy is a series of historical events. In recent months, that
man has decided he wants to move to Poland for good, to live in the land of my people. (His
ancestors are mostly Lithuanian.) In recent weeks, he’s talked about giving it all up. He’s
asked me what I think it might be like to die in a flood. You know – what the sensation of
choking on water would actually feel like. If you’d guessed my role here already, please
accept my congratulations, but this isn’t the school tombola. There are no prizes to be given
out. I’m sorry but we’re all going home empty-handed tonight.
There are about fifty seats here in the Jazzrock, and they’re nearly all taken. At the front
are the local regulars, each sitting cross-legged and nodding solemnly like they’re receiving
some news they’ve been waiting for their whole lives. In the middle rows there are several
lone men. Some middle-aged tourists. Elsewhere, a few groups of friends in their thirties and
a younger couple who might be on a first date. I’m at the back where two wasted teenagers
are dancing as if they’re living on another planet which is doing just fine thankyouverymuch.
The first number goes round a few times, Magda’s saxophone is carrying the melody, then
she calls out, off-mic, ‘Helga Emmanuelle everybody!’ and the torture begins. Helga the
piano player is first to get a solo. The drummer is second. The percussionist is third,
battering the bongos like he’s going to break right through their skins. He gets everyone
clapping along – there are even a few whoops. I get up and go to the toilet, pissing at the
urinal with one hand on my hip, one thumb and forefinger pressed hard on my nose, trying
to remember how I got here. I think about where Jaro might be. I rub my eyes hard, check
my phone and remember there’s no reception down here. Then I wash my face with cold
water and return. The bongos are still centre stage.
I speak to Beata every day. While she’s busy in Brussels, a place where decisions are
usually postponed but occasionally actually made, she tells me she needs someone she can
depend on to look after our special boy, the big thirsty kid who’s somehow keeping us all
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afloat almost entirely through force of charisma. (That and rich rock star friends who empty
their pockets whenever His Majesty does his little donation dance.) I know I shouldn’t bite. I
know I should play nice. It’s just that I don’t believe in guardian angels, I’ve been
sleepwalking for weeks, I can’t remember a time before Jaro, and even drunk I can’t imagine
life after him any more. Jaro lives behind my eyelids. He’s under my fingernails. I wake up at
night thinking he’s sleeping in the road outside the hotel, about to get hit by a car. In this job,
you get used to thinking about the worst case scenario, so perhaps all this thinking makes
sense. But still, it’s emptying me out, there isn’t much of me left and every night I waste
hours thinking about what I’d say to Beata if he jumped naked from the Debnicki Bridge into
the Wisla River on my watch. He was a great man, but as frail as the rest of the human
race. Or maybe, People loved him because he was both the best and the worst of us. Or some
other shiny lie. Excuse my tone. It’s just that these days I seem to spend half my life sitting in
bars with no reception, listening to eight-minute percussion experiments and waiting for my
boss to show. I’m sure he’s dead, and that soon we all will be. Sometimes, when I try to
picture the big day coming, this big water day he’s always talking about, this is how I see it.
It’ll be a bit like now, after a big day on the job, but with Jaro actually here. We’ll be at
this table, deep in the future, my head fit-to-burst with the sound of his never-ending force in
one ear and the screech of yet another fucking saxophone solo in the other. After the band
finish, Jaro will try to persuade me to stay later, his hands picking away at the candle wax
dripping from the bottle in front of us, his eyes tiny red dots in the near darkness as he tells
me about this new barmaid who works the all night shift that he says has eyes like lollipops.
I’ll remind him he falls in love with Jazzrock barmaids about three times a week. The way I
imagine it, he’ll answer, Look, Zyg, I like happy endings as much as you do, but these
fuckers, these elect-a-holics we have to deal with every day, are afraid of their own voters.
He’ll say, And unless they start listening to us soon…. Then he’ll draw his finger across his
throat. So let me have my lollipops at night, okay? Then the water will burst through the
door, rising fast up the walls, turning the Jazzrock into a swimming pool, then a fish tank,
then a prison. Jaro and me and the girl with the lollipop eyes will know what it feels like to
choke on water. I look around: there are no windows in these underground clubs, and we’re
here three or four times a week – so the chances are, this is where we’ll be when it happens.
Jaro says jazz helps him think clearly.
It just so happens that the mixture of Tyskie beer, jazz and all that clear thinking also
makes him want to, as he puts it, appreciate the beauty of the female form. But for those
that think they know where this is headed, I can tell you, Jaro isn’t your tenner-in-thepanties type. He just likes to watch the barmaids slink back and forth in their domain while
we talk and listen to the band. Occasionally he’ll make light conversation, but no more. He
says he likes imagining being young, single, free, and living in a world where he has time for
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affairs. He says his wife doesn’t mind. And most times, after a drink or two at the Jazzrock,
all that clear thinking just makes him want stagger back to the hotel room and play Osama
Shootout on the X-Box until he falls asleep with controls still in hand. For those of us in the
business of keeping Jaro breathing and out of prison, this represents another dodged bullet.
Last night, I put him to bed at 3am. I turned took off his shoes and pulled the covers over
him. I got water, made him drink some and he mumbled, The thing is, Zyg…you’ve got to
sympathise with people’s mistakes. Their reasons. If you can’t sympathise in this job, it’s
only fair to retire. Then his head sank into the pillow and his body turned to jelly.
Sometimes I wonder, if I told Beata what the face of our campaign was really doing out here,
would she drag him home and lock him in her cellar? Replace him with a sober clone? Or
would she just shrug, smile, and remind me who’s in charge?
I look at my watch. Then the door.
We usually travel together. Or I suppose, I usually travel with Jaro, dealing with all the
practical stuff so he can, as he puts it, concentrate on the bloody macro, amigo! That’s his
way of reminding me he’s still the guy on the posters and the TV adverts. The one people are
thinking of when they pledge their donations and set up their direct debits. Jaro is a cash
machine for the movement. He’s a ghost. He glides from commitment to commitment,
passing through the air, seeming to be everywhere but never quite being anywhere. He’s
making it look like we’re making progress, and that means in financial terms, we actually do.
But in private, the progress isn’t exactly consistent. One minute he’s running around the
office and screaming We can still do this! – the next he’s got head in hands and saying I
swear to God I’m going to kill the Chancellor of Poland. Meanwhile, my life is becoming
increasingly fucking micro. I carry the bags. I hold the passports and the tickets. I pick him
up, tell him where he has to be and why he has to be there, order the taxis to and from
meetings. Before those meetings begin I have to make sure Jaro’s tie is on straight so people
take him seriously. It’s not quite why I joined the movement, you know? I even carry superstrength chewing gum in case he’s had an early start on the happy juice. Sometimes I pop a
piece in his mouth when he’s not paying attention. If Jaro’s mind is buzzing, his mouth
hangs open, inviting the flies.
He’s now an hour late.
In quiet moments, Jaro admits he’s sliding. Most other times, he denies it. In the car
today, on the way to our first appointment, suffering with a stinking hangover, Jaro said, Ten
Tyskies a night is the only sensible response to the current reality. He said, Do you know
what we’ve done to our planet? I straightened his tie again then he shrugged me off and
pointed to the skies, crying out, Listen to me Zyg – never mind the fucking tie. Straight ties
are part of the fucking problem! Times like this, he sounds like some kind of crazy preacher.
The sort of drunk you’d cross the street to avoid. The kind of person who goes about
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screaming that the end is nigh – and no one’s gonna believe that now are they? So it’s no
wonder Beata sends him everywhere with a chaperone. If I was his boss I’d send a fleet of
them, and I’d pick better ones than me. I wouldn’t even think about the cost. I’m no
accountant, but surely to God he could go down on the spreadsheet as a legitimate business
expense.
After another five or six numbers, each punctuated with lengthy break-it-downs,
squeaks and squawks, the band finally give my ears a break. Magda walks off the stage,
heading straight to the bar, tossing her long tightly curled hair as she orders a large bourbon.
The barman asks, in English, if she’s heard the election result. She answers, in a slow PolishAmerican drawl, that there are no politics in her world. No lies and no compromise. Only the
eternal beauty of sound. The barman tells her she’s full of shit and reminds her she’s back on
in ten, but despite everything, for a few seconds I think about asking Magda to hire me. I
reckon I could play maracas or something. Dance. Fuck it, I could be on vibes – I wouldn’t
want much in return. Perhaps a handful of Zlotys or a few Tyskies each night, that’s all, to
play and to just be free. I may have spent years running from these sounds, but for a moment
here I think that maybe they belong in a different world, where essential policy change is a
phrase nobody needs to use.
The door does not open. I’m still alone. Maybe I always will be.
Mostly I shadow Jaro, so it’s possible to keep close by, but sometimes I’m scheduled to
do my own thing. When I’m not babysitting Beata’s money mountain I have coffee meetings
of my own, and lunch meetings, and afternoon drinks. I get twenty minutes at a time, or
fifteen, or ten, with people who all seem to think I hold Jaro’s ear in my pocket. Lobbyists
and consultants. Assistants and special advisors. Even the occasional Minister. I dizzy people
with talk of conservation targets, energy efficiency and climate change. (Jaro tells me to talk
fast. After all, we don’t have long.) I tell them what we – what Jaro is trying to achieve, on
behalf of us all. I cajole and persuade. I shake hands in the way he taught me to before the
drink took hold of him: firm but not dominant. Confident but not arrogant. I’m sure to turn
up on time, smile, be polite. People can damn the system all they like, but these details are
the difference between success and another wasted hour. In my meetings, I tell people we
need to rescue our future from the profit motive. (I mean this.) I always use the names of the
children we need to rescue it for. (The offspring of whoever I’m talking to.) Back when he
used to still give me advice, Jaro used to say you should personalise as much as possible, to
maximise impact. So I personalise. I ask politicians how their kids are getting on at
university, school, kindergarten, then focus on our core targets. But these fuckers say things
like, Where’s the man himself, Zyg? Or, Why don’t we get a face-to-face? Or, Oh look out,
Justyna! Here come the Green Nazis! This is how my world works. I hear other worlds run
along similar lines. No wonder some reach for the bottle.
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Magda kisses the barman on the mouth and tells him not to worry. She tells him he’ll
feel better tomorrow. Then she heads returns to the stage and reaches for her saxophone.
She holds it like a newborn.
Before the music starts up again I sink the rest of my drink and go back above ground,
back out onto the street, waving my phone about for a while, trying to get the magic white
bars to show on the display. It takes a while but finally the thing comes to life: no messages
from Jaro, and when I call him it goes straight to answer phone (he’s probably jumping off
that bridge right now), but I do have an email from Beata reminding me that today of all
days, it’s important to stick to the list. Her email also includes a revised schedule for
tomorrow, based on the latest set of projected results sent to her from HQ in Gdansk an hour
ago. She signs off, ‘It wasn’t glamorous being in the French Resistance either you know.’ I
think Beata knows what’s coming. I go back inside and sit down again. I order another beer,
wondering if, when the water comes, we’ll be able to hear it before we see it.
The last time I actually saw Beata, we met in a hired meeting room in Brussels and she
told me about my new assignment. Didn’t she know who I was, I asked? Didn’t she think I
was a little overqualified to be a babysitter? But Beata doesn’t have time for messing around.
She said, Your problem isn’t qualifications, Zyg. Like everyone else on this continent, it’s
distractions. Back then, the movement were still speaking to both sides of this particular
electoral distraction. Waiting for the winner to emerge, still pitching to everyone. This last
four or five days, there’s only one side whose calls we even bother to answer. The people
might not have spoken yet but we have a pretty good idea what they’re gonna say. Polls close
in an hour. They might as well not have opened at all. Anyway, when Beata gave me this
assignment she handed over a list titled THINGS YOU SHOULDN’T LET JARO DO
BETWEEN NOW AND THE END OF THE WORLD. Her Ten Commandments were:
1)

Thou shalt not let him talk policy detail.

2)

Thou shalt not schedule meetings before 11am or after 7pm.

3)

Thou shalt not let him sack anyone, or hire anyone, without prior written approval.

4)

Thou shalt not let him go on midnight jogs ‘to work off dinner’.

5)

Thou shalt not let him drink more than two beers a night. (Whoops.)

6)

Thou shalt not let him take drugs, even if he says they are merely ‘performance

enhancing’. (Double whoops.)
7)

Thou shalt not let him frequent all-you-can-eat buffets.

8)

Thou shalt not let him have more than three consecutive hours of free ‘alone time’.

9)

Thou shalt not let him fall in love.

10) Thou shalt not frequent late night clubs. Remember: scandal could strike anywhere,
and WE NOW ALSO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF CHILDRENS’ CHARITIES.
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I asked Beata if she had any suggestions about things two powerless men trapped on a dying
planet could do in a strange city for nights on end without getting drunk, wasted, talking
politics or trying to get laid. But Beata just gave me that look where she’s all eyebrows, and
I’ve been working out here ever since. Sometimes I wonder what all this is for. If they
actually need Jaro any more. No, they need him alright. All of us do. We just don’t
necessarily need him alive. The thing I don’t ever say to anyone is, Imagine what we could
do with a dead figurehead. I don’t say it because I reckon Jaro’s already thought of that.
The band finish another song to the sound of raucous applause. They start another
where Magda sings about her Mississippi sweetheart leaving her, walking on down the road
and never coming back. She’s singing about how she wishes she wasn’t so lonesome, in an
accent which lurches between Texas and Warsaw. Then she starts up with the sax again.
I think, if only Jaro wasn’t the way he is.
I haven’t mentioned recent events to Beata but these last few days of the campaign, our
man has been displaying what she calls the classic signs. He’s been missing meetings and
getting drunk first thing in the morning. Hiding from me. Talking about his wife, how she
deserves a better life, and how his kids don’t understand him. How they don’t even fucking
recycle. The closer we all get to you-know-what (and he’s convinced we’re pretty fucking
close), the worse it gets. Democracy’s great for people who aren’t bothered about the
apocalypse, he said. But what we need is a dictator, and quick. This afternoon he measured
his pulse every five minutes and asked me (again) what I thought would happen at the end of
the world. Without giving me time to answer, he told me he was betting on the Noah’s flood
scenario, and that it didn’t matter which Party won any more, here, or anywhere. He asked
me to keep a secret: that after the results, he was gonna give up the game for good. Buy a hut
on top of a hill and hope the waters didn’t reach him. Then he shouted, But first we’re gonna
celebrate the end of our latest mission! See you at eight. It’s now half past nine, and I’m
thinking, maybe I should have mentioned this to Beata after all.
Magda is really warming up now. Between numbers she’s telling a story about the town
she grew up in, her father’s old Etta James 45’s, how she fell in love with jazz, and how really
jazz music – how all music – is just the blues with more notes to muck around with.
I can see the end more clearly now: I’ll have a pretty fucking similar version of the
headache I’ve had for the last two months, and like right now I’ll be alone here in the
Jazzrock, in the crowd, imagining Jaro’s death and how I’m gonna explain it to Beata. Then
I’ll see him walking towards me. He’ll be drunk, dripping from the rain, and crying about the
life he could have had. I’ll sit him down, buy him a Tyskie and tell him we’ve been doing
important work. That he’s needed, he’s a man people look up to, that I look up to, and that
even if the odds aren’t good, it’s important not to go over to the Dark Side. While I say this,
all I’ll be able to think of are the costs. After a silence I’ll say, Hey, listen. It’s jazz time,
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amigo. But he’ll shake his head and say, No, no, it’s blues time, Zyg. Soon, we’re all gonna
have the blues. Then the band will start up again and he’ll get up, to dance alone, just like
those teenagers up the back. Na zdrowie, amigo, he’ll say, still dancing, holding his glass to
the sky. Cheers. L’Chaim. Slainte! Jaro will smile as if he’s forgotten everything. The
responsibility, the future, what we all know is coming. Then we’ll clink glasses, and the water
will burst through the door.
But nothing ever happens the way you imagine it.
Jaro finally arrives. He’s smiling. He apologises for being late – he says he lay down for
five minutes and woke up two hours later. He’s in a clean shirt and actually looks pretty
fresh. He pulls me in close and hugs me. Whatever happens, he says. we’ve done an honest
job.
We watch the band for a while in near silence, then take stools at the back of the bar, so
we can hear ourselves better. Jaro is glowing. He says, Oh Christ, I love these places! Even
the bass player gets a solo, you know? This music, it’s a musical fuckin democracy. He says
this as if democracy is what other forms of music desperately lack. As if democracy is
something he values. Then something in the brickwork distracts him and he changes the
subject. They’ve got no fire exits in here, he tells me. So if the water bursts through the
entrance we’ll all be equally fucked. We’ll all go down together. I say, Maybe the band will
play on as we rush for cover, like they did on the Titanic. But Jaro laughs and says that’s
just a myth. He says, Amigo, we’ll either drown as one, or more likely try to claw our way
out, fighting each other, trampling on the soloists and the portraits of Louis fucking
Armstrong while making for the door.
Our voices rising over the sound, we discuss what we might do next in our lives. I admit
having no suggestions. I kind of figured this would be a lifetime’s work, I tell him. Jaro leans
in and says, It won’t be obvious it’s coming, Zyg. Before it happens, everyone will think
we’re crazy for telling them what’s on its way. We’re not talking about a hurricane here. No
machines have been invented yet to predict this. But I can see it. He closes his eyes and
keeps talking, but lower now. It starts with a trickle of water through the drains, he says,
swelling up at the sides of the streets. There’ll be a slight rumble in the sky, but no more.
And people won’t see it coming. They couldn’t. They won’t know what they’re looking for.
They’ll be going about their business, thinking about their boyfriends and jobs and holidays
and sick relatives. They’ll be running for buses. Worrying about their tax bills. Having
affairs in unnamed hotels and wishing they’d made it up with their father or mother before
they died. And why not? You’ve got to have love for the people, amigo. You’ve got to forgive
what they do. Something will always seem bigger, until the second before the water bursts
through the door. And when it happens? You really think the band will play on? Or you
think they’ll panic and eat each other?
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Jaro sees my expression and retreats.
Actually, maybe it won’t happen at all.
He leans back and grins. Our table shakes slightly.
Or maybe it’s about to happen right now.
Then there’s a sound at the top of the stairs, by the entrance to the club. A force pushing
against the door. The band seem to be getting louder. Then they go silent.
We all look round.
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Pinewood
Graeme Finnie
‘Charlene, you awake?’
She was slumped in the passenger seat, head pressed against the side window. The
truck bounced across the sidewalk on its worn shocks as Larry turned into the motel lot,
jolting her forwards. She looked up, rubbed her eyes.
‘Where are we?’
‘Caesar’s Palace, Vegas. Took a wrong turning, honey.’
The motel sign was shaped like a cut out pine tree, its ragged edges strung with
coloured bulbs, most of them duds.
Welcome to Pinewood!
All cabins air con. $40.00 per night. Pool. Ice. No Pets
Vacancies
Relax at the sign of the pine!!!
Charlene swivelled round in her seat.
‘Larry, can we afford this?’
They’d been on the road two days, spent two nights in the truck, without air con and the
truck’s heater leaking hot air whatever Larry set it at. He’d driven with both windows down,
a cross current of wind buffeting the cab, her hair flicking in rat tails across her face. He’d
watched her drift in and out of sleep, moaning a little every so often.
‘You know the routine,’ he said.
‘Do we have to? I don’t feel so good, Larry. I’m real shivery.’
‘You’ll be fine. Jus back me up like usual alright.’
She didn’t answer, just looked across the empty lot towards the row of wooden cabins.
They were heading for Big River where Charlene’s brother owned a couple of Trusty Bob DIY
stores. Larry had run into some difficulty at his last place. He’d a good arrangement going
with a local contractor, used to boost his order with extra bags of sand and cement, pick
them up later and use them for small construction jobs he ran on the side for cash. He’d built
up a decent stash: insurance policy against hard times was how he considered it. Then the
boss started unannounced spot checks after his sums stopped adding up. Larry played dumb.
Didn’t know anything about ‘unexplained stock discrepancies’. But the boss concluded their
conversation with, ‘Get your ass in gear and out of here, buddy’, so that was clear enough.
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Charlene had called her brother to see if he could help them out, give Larry some work until
they found their feet. Bob wasn’t too keen on Larry and the feeling was mutual as far as Larry
was concerned. At the end of the call Charlene was chewing hard on her lower lip.
‘Whad he say?’
‘He said he’d do it for me but he don’t want no trouble from you.’
Larry braked to a stop, his tools rattling up against the rear of the cab. A couple of bags in the
back and his construction gear was everything they had. He got down from the truck,
listened to the exhaust ticking. He braced himself against the tailgate and stretched his back,
looking round, taking the place in. The dark stained log cabins. The pool closed for the
season. The old Ford station wagon in the reserved parking right by the office. The forest of
pines along the boundary of the lot. The thick resinous smell in the air. He walked round the
truck like he was giving it a quick check. Its paint job was blistered with rust, the tyres almost
running on rims. He prodded them with the toe of his boot. They should hold out until Big
River then he’d figure out how to dump it on some sucker.
At the counter, there was a gray-haired guy with a buzz cut, sweatshirt sleeves rolled up,
arm muscles like knotted rope. He was working on a fan that lay in bits in front of him. His
knuckles were lumpy and his fingertips flattened like someone had taken a hammer to them.
Boxer’s hands.
His grip was clumsy and the screws and washers kept slipping from his grasp.
‘Godammit,’ he muttered as he spilled another part. He looked up, saw Larry standing there.
‘Hep you fren?’ The bridge of his nose was mashed and he spoke like his nostrils were
packed with wadding.
‘We’re lookin for a room. My wife,’ Larry pointed towards the truck, ‘needs to rest
up…not feelin too good. We’re hopin you can fix us up.’
‘Guess we can, not so busy round here, as you can see but you needa speak to Ruby
there.’ He pointed towards a plump woman in a purple housecoat sprawled across a sofa in
the corner. ‘It’s her place. I’m jus the feller sees to things.’
Ruby hauled herself upright, chest heaving, her face flecked with burst blood vessels.
She was clutching an inhaler.
‘Allergies,’ she said, her words like squeezed notes from a busted accordion. ‘Sure, we
can, fix you up. You don’t, have no pets, though?’
Larry shook his head. ‘No ma’am. We seen the sign. Looks a quiet, respectable place.’
‘Cats real bad for me. Been itchin and sneezin all day. Someone sneaked one in.’ She
drew deep on her plastic inhaler and wheezed, ‘Still don’t feel right.’
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Larry nodded in sympathy. ‘Like I was sayin, my wife’s sufferin. She gets these real bad
migraines and I need to pick up some meds. I’m sure you unnerstan, bein a bit poorly
yourself.’
Ruby struggled up again. ‘Had a cousin suffered that, used to get a warnin. Marzipan
smell.’ She sniffed like it might be right there in the office. ‘Strong fellow, construction
worker. You don’t think of a man sufferin headaches. Knocked him sideways.’ She nodded at
the counter. ‘Frank’ll take care of you, won’t you champ? You can fix the fan later.’
‘Sure thing, Ruby.’
He pushed a pen and a registration form towards Larry.
‘Cabin’s fordy dollar. Cash. Upfront.’
‘Like I was sayin, Charlene’s migraine…’
Something outside had caught Frank’s attention. Larry turned and looked. He could see
the truck door swinging open and Charlene struggling out, right on cue.
‘I need to pick up her meds…’
She was weaving up the path, one hand shielding her eyes.
‘…I don’t wannna leave us short so if I could settle later...’
She pushed open the office door and stumbled in.
‘Larry I don’t feel so good.’
Then her knees gave way and she folded.
‘Charlene, what’s wrong?’ Larry got down on the floor. Something was going on.
Usually she just rubbed her temples, said she was feeling sick, asked for some water. He’d
told her not to start anything, hadn’t he?
Frank looked over the desk. ‘She’s out cold. Seen plenny like that. She won’t remember
nuthin.’
‘Hey champ,’ Larry looked up into Frank’s battered face. ‘Do somethin useful with those
big mitts of yours, come here and help me lift her.’ Frank came out from behind the desk,
swayed over them both. Larry smelled it as soon as he came close. His sour, stale drinker’s
breath. Together they helped Charlene to the sofa. Ruby budged along, wheezing ‘How are
you feelin honey?’ in Charlene’s ear.
Larry brushed his girl’s hair back. ‘Speak to me Charlene.’ He wanted to ask what she
was doing, but it would have to wait.
She started to come round, shaking her head, as if trying to focus on Larry’s face.
‘What happened?’ she asked.
‘You passed out. You’re fine.’ He turned towards Frank. ‘Get some water will you?’
‘It was hotter than hell in the truck… I wasn’t sure where I was or what was goin on…’
‘Don’t talk, huh.’
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Frank brought a cup of water from the cooler, passed it to Larry. He felt the shiver in
Frank’s hand. ‘Steady champ, you got the shakes bad today.’ He held the cup to Charlene’s
mouth. ‘Here, drink some of this.’ She took a few sips.
‘I need to lie down, can we go to our cabin now?’
‘Sure honey,’ Ruby wheezed. ‘Frank’ll take care of you, won’t you Frank?’
Frank reached over the counter and took a key from the board.
‘And make sure you give these folks somethin outa the sun.’
Frank nodded. ‘Oh yeh, sure thing Ruby.’
Larry helped Charlene to her feet and they followed Frank across the lot towards a row
of cabins in the shade of the tall pines. When they reached the cabin he rattled the key in the
lock, shoved the door open then waited until Charlene went inside and crawled onto the bed.
He pulled the door half-closed and stood blocking Larry’s way.
‘Let me tell ya somethin,’ Frank said.
He was close enough that Larry could see the healed up hits he had taken.
‘Some punk kid showed up one night thinkin he might relieve Ruby of some cash.’ He
held up the key. It was attached to a stubby, metal pine cone by a short chain. He was
spinning the cone around the key in a slow orbit. ‘Took one of these to him,’ winding it up,
snapping his wrist, beating the cone down fast and hard into the palm of his other hand.
‘Goddim right here,’ touching the ridge of his thickened brow. ‘Near took his eye out.’
He pressed the cone into Larry’s hand, squeezing his fingers closed so he could feel its
ridges digging into him. ‘You folks can rest easy. See you in the mornin.’ Frank turned and
sauntered back towards the motel office. Larry stood, his fist closed tight around the key.
The room was musty and filled with a dull yellowish glow from a single bedside light.
Charlene was curled up on the far side of the bed. Larry tried to open a window but it was
sealed tight.
‘That was some show you put on back there. You expectin some kind of award? Whad I
say about not startin anythin? We don’t need attention on us.’
Charlene lay facing the wall. ‘I didn’t start nothing, Larry. My head hurts. I’m achy,
really sick.’
‘Okay, we’ve covered that. I’m goin to the pharmacy. I’m the one with the headache
now. If anyone shows up, you’ve a migraine right? Nothin terminal.’
‘Larry, I’m not sure, I think there’s something else.’ She eased herself up into a sitting
position.
‘Frank’s gonna be a problem in the morning.’ Larry was pacing the room. ‘He looks like
he’d be happy crackin my skull open. With any luck he’ll be sleepin one off and won’t notice
we’re gone.’ He aimed a kick at the a/c unit rattling under the window. ‘How are you sposed
to sleep with that? Whad you say? Whad else?’
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‘I’m late.’
‘Whad you mean ‘late’?’
She was sitting with her legs over the edge of the bed, her knees held tight together,
screwing her feet into the rough timbers as if she had trapped something there.
‘My period. I’m late.’
All Larry could hear was the sound of the fan. It was like it was inside his head and her
words about whose fault it was and how she was sorry were outside, muffled and indistinct.
‘You pullin some kind of stunt?’
‘No I’m serious. I’m not fooling around. What are we going to do?’
‘What are we goin to do? I don’t think I’m ready to start playin Happy Families. How
bout you?’
‘I don’t know if that’s what I want. All I know is I want something…something better.’
‘Somethin better? Like what?’
‘Maybe we could settle some place? Think about the future?’
Larry stood with his back to the door. ‘You, me and little Larry junior holed up in a
starter condo in Big River, you wipin his backside and me ‘yes sir, no sir, three bags full sir
brother Bob’ don’t sound like too much of a future to me. Anyway, sounds like you need to do
somethin. You can settle this easy.’
‘What do you mean? How can I settle it?’
He waited, letting her words hang in the air. He was sure she understood. If he needed
to he’d spell it out.
‘You don’t have to keep it.’ It was like he was tossing away an old pair of gloves.
‘I don’t have to keep it? I don’t even know yet,’ turning to face him, ‘and because you
don’t want it, it’s finished.’
She looked around the room. Larry watched her take in its cheap fittings, its
mismatched furniture the yellowing squares of wallpaper where the sun had penetrated the
window. ‘I’ve been thinking. Whatever happens, I’m through with places like this and always
ending up in these kinds of situations.’
She lay back down again. ‘I want a chance for something decent. If you want to speed
things up, get me a test kit from the pharmacy.’ He turned and left as she buried her face
deep in the thin pillow.
Outside, the motel lights glowed against the darkening sky. Larry scuffed through the
carpet of pine needles that lay around the lot and headed towards town. Most of the stores he
passed were closed, blinds drawn and shutters down but the green cross of the pharmacy was
still shining.
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He pushed open the door. Brittle white light reflected off the surfaces of the glass
cabinets and shelves. He squinted in its sterile brightness, scanning the rows and shelves. He
stopped by the Female Health and Hygiene section.
‘Can I help you sir?’
The pharmacist was making up prescriptions behind a raised counter. He was buttoned
up in a starched medical coat, peering at Larry over the top of half-moon spectacles.
‘Sure, I’m lookin for somethin for my wife. She’s feelin sick, bad headache. ‘
‘I can offer you Advil, Tylenol and so on without prescription,’ pointing towards a
display cabinet.
‘Thing is, she thinks she might be pregnant. Wants to take a test.’
‘In that case, I’d suggest she finds out first and avoids any other medication just to be
on the safe side. There are a number of tests.’ The pharmacist reached for a pack from the
shelf behind him. ‘This one, ClearBlue, is quick and reliable. You and your wife will know the
result in less than five minutes.’
‘Five minutes, huh? Almost as long as it took to get into this mess.’
‘Pardon me?’
‘Nuthin. I was just thinkin that’s not long at all.’
‘If the result is positive she will need to repeat the test to make sure.’
‘Supposin she changed her mind, didn’t want…I mean supposin she wasn’t sure and
needed some advice?’
‘We have a very active Christian Mother’s Group in town who can provide support for
an expectant mother. I have a leaflet here, sir.’ He passed it across to Larry who stared at the
pictures of drooling infants, mothers barely out of their teens and shell-shocked fathers with
forced grins. He paid for the test and the smiling pharmacist handed the package to him. ‘I
hope you are both to be truly blessed.’ Larry stuffed the pharmacy bag in his pocket. He
needed a drink.
Outside he screwed the leaflet into a ball and dropped it on the sidewalk. He stopped at
the first liquor store he came to, bought a pint of cheap whisky and cracked it open on the
step, took a couple of deep slugs, then forced down a couple more burning mouthfuls,
turning the question over in his mind. If she was pregnant was she going to keep the kid? She
didn’t have to. They weren’t cut out to be parents. It could be taken care of. Couldn’t it?
Larry wandered back to the Pinewood, past the shut stores, windows blanked out and
pasted with ‘final closing’ stickers. A solitary clerk behind a security shutter at EeZee loans
reading a magazine. A couple of guys reeling down the street sharing a bottle singing, ‘Yeh
baby let the good times roll!’ Sounds of hard partying drifting from cheap bars. Other times
he would have stopped off, chased a little oblivion himself. One good thing she’d done for
him, keeping him out of those places.
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He pulled out his bottle in its paper wrapper, walking and drinking until he came to the
strip of motels they’d passed earlier on their way through town, before he decided the
Pinewood was the best bet. Places for families on late summer vacation, lots filled with SUVs
towing bikes, top heavy with tents and canoes, shouts and screams ringing out from kids
cavorting in their pools. The kinds of places other folks stayed.
He reached the Pinewood, its sign lit up like an arrowhead in the sky. There was no one
in the motel office to see him crossing the lot. He walked towards the cabin, a dim glow
shining from its window. Maybe she’d see things differently in the morning, he thought.
Come round to his way of thinking. Above the tops of the pine trees, over the roof of the
cabin and stretching as far as he could see the sky was pinpricked with stars. He pushed the
half-finished bottle down into his pocket, felt the truck keys there and closed his hand
around them.
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Red Phone Box
Richie McCaffery
She stands at the top of the wynd
heralding The end of an era.
The council’s heavies have come
to remove the old red phone box.
She takes out her mobile to spread
the sad news, never once thinking
such a device means the death
of the old order she pines for.
A well of pennies and swear-words
serving as an ad-hoc restaurant,
a urinal and confessional booth,
BT babel of dead voices and opinions
that remained as red as our blood.
They once said it is good to talk
but now no one is really listening
and I am a bleeding bank of apologies.
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Hush, Hush Saga
JoAnne McKay
Hark! A vagrant is lost in the garden of beasts,
he wandered injudiciously between
the plinths where once two gatekeepers stood,
fabulous creatures of temperate stone, now gone.
Time has let the beasts multiply:
I fear for the vagrant. The hot wind is a roar
that will lift scales and the beasts, unbalanced,
want sating. Bad blood is the worst blood:
taints remain long after rough tongues have licked
all traces clean. Watch how we, who choose
forks over knives, shy away from standing
on those splashed plinths, shy away from verticality,
shy away, hands in pockets, from any noise.
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The Tower
Paul McCafferty
If Yeats had got to climb those dashed stairs
where spilled blood lay in the stale night air,
Who do you suppose he might have
found sitting quietly in that weighty dark?
Blake perhaps? Milton pacing by a candles bloom?
He would have let the moths in.
Maybe some ascended Master at that top floor,
A once human who had mastered desolation
with a sanguine hope. One who had uttered his
way through incarnation and the stars of Orion
but likes to keep an eye on things. One whose
head was only ever filled entirely with light.
And only the bright red rose at his heart.
One who had been man, lunatic for love.
One who had mopped enough blood.
One who had sang for his supper then
climbed through the stars to be something else.
Some completed being, some rounded orb of
luminescence. Something once flesh that had
earned a different place.
A feel of goodness might have rocked
him in that high space. It couldn’t be human,
although a brave few have reached such seeming
sublimity only to wake trembling at dawn with vague
memories of things half-seen or visions interrupted.
Some who know the blood of innocence as a stain.
What if Burns sat there? How would Yeats have responded?
What would he have had to do? And here’s another thought;
what if he’d met the doppelganger with the heavens
embroidered cloths, trampling bloodily all over his own
poor dreams?
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The Road’s Going to Burn
Ewan Gault
At the end of a nameless road – where after school girls played by sewage sludged streams,
their brilliant white socks and gleaming smiles implausible amongst the rust and the rot,
near the pavement strewn with ragged rows of men with nothing to do but stare at the
occasional passing westerners – we were ambushed by a gang of street children.
Their leader was a boy of about eight who smiled with the innocence of someone who
has never seen a camera before. He wore a Dundee United away strip from the early nineties
with the name Malpas on the back.
‘You! How are you?’ He chanted in my face.
Kirsten got off her bike, her nostrils flaring in the thin air, paw prints of sweat padding
out from the underarms of her T-shirt.
‘You have been lost,’ Malpas exclaimed.
‘How are you?’ Kirsten asked.
‘Very ok. And you?’
‘Somehow ok.’
‘The way these people speak English is disgusting,’ I told her. ‘You shouldn’t encourage
them.’
Malpas clicked his fingers and the other children surrounded us placing their free
hands on the seat, handlebar and frame of my bike as if it had powers of healing. Kirsten let
go of her bike laughing and patting the children’s sheared heads. Shuffling in front of us,
Malpas lifted one hand, cupped plaintively in my direction, posing like a poster child for
charity. I avoided his unblinking stare, not wanting to see the yolk yellow irises or the bottle
of honey hued glue that he, like all the other kids, clutched jealously to his side.
Clearly some Scottish charity had been doing good work in this part of the world for
other members of the gang were sporting some of the worst Technicolor football strips of the
previous decade including a lilac Rangers monstrosity, a moss patched Celtic top and a white
Scotland strip with a splash of purple and seismic red lines across the front. It was a dazzling
and baffling thing to see so far from home.
Malpas stopped back tracking and the hands helping my bike clamped it stop. ‘Mzungo,
some shillings please.’ I shook my head and pulled out the linings of my pockets.
‘Look no money,’ I said.
I looked to Kirsten for help but she was delving into her ugly hemp satchel that looked
like something you’d accessorise a scarecrow with. She started handing out small coins to the
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boys around her even though I’d explained it would only encourage them to make a
profession of begging.
Someone tugged at my rucksack’s zip. Spinning round I saw a couple of boys dancing
away, their faces sticky with glue and glee. I ripped the bike from the others, prickling with
sweat and the blush of a ridiculous rage.
Sensing my anger the boys let go and I stumbled back. ‘Thank you,’ I said, but they
weren’t listening for a tour bus, shiny and strange as a UFO, had appeared on the road. The
bus stopped and a group of Japanese tourists fully clad in safari outfits, bulging bum bags
and fat black cameras gathered on the street. The street boys licked their lips. ‘Do you know
them?’ Malpas asked.
‘No,’ I replied, ‘they’re Japanese, why would I know them?’
‘Japanese,’ he chewed apprehensively on the word so that the others laughed. He
nodded but I could see he wasn’t convinced.
A tour guide waving a triangular white flag led the tourists up the street. One took a
picture of the tour bus then spun around looking for something worth showing the folks at
home. Another pointed out the minarets of an Oil State funded mosque that sat on the edge
of the city like a wedding cake on a rubbish heap. I almost felt like shouting, ‘No lions here.’
A younger man lifted a Canon with a massive zoom lens and took a photo of The Wonder
Café. I thought of my own cheap camera and how afraid I was to point it anywhere for fear
that people would take offence. The tourist aimed the zoom at a group of old men innocently
eating sweet corn. He managed to take the photo before the men spoilt everything by looking
at the camera and smiling. They nudged each other and laughed as the Japanese
photographer rejoined his group. They seemed happy; it was after all a big camera.
The boys ghosted across the street, splitting into groups of two and three. As
inconspicuous as their Day-Glo football strips allowed them to be they approached the herd
of tourists. The Japanese looked confused, twitching at hidden wallets and money belts.
Watching the gang’s stealth and silence I realised it had all been a game earlier; that they
were only ever playing with me.
‘Can we go to the supermarket?’ asked Kirsten. ‘I want to buy some biscuits.’
‘Biscuits?’
‘Yeah, a going away present for the Training Centre.’
Kirsten smiled, sincere as a talk show host. Spending all this time with her had made
me sick with a longing to see her let the mask slip. She gave the impression of always being
good without ever being kind. Secretly, I knew she hated me, and this idea made me
confused, excited and at times not a little despondent as well. ‘That’s a great idea,’ I said.
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We had to pass the University, where students were plastering posters of the
presidential candidates over a billboard with the winning slogan: GET A DEGREE NOT HIV.
Hundreds of young men sat around the sign watching us.
Kirsten stared straight ahead. She was the same height as me and walked so fast that I
had to skip an extra step every so often to keep up with her. As I walked by her side trying to
start a conversation I was never sure if I looked like a child trying to catch an adult’s
attention or just another predatory male.
At the market, women tried to sell us bead necklaces, carved candle stick holders and
water carriers made out of animal hides. We were going home in a week and I still hadn’t
bought Christmas presents so stopped to look at some pottery. A chubby woman with shiny
cheeks and a dress, colourful as a carnival, asked: ‘Can you promote me? 200 shillings,
number one top price.’
The vases would probably have cost twenty times as much in Britain but I felt harassed,
suspicious that the vendor and the crowd, touching my arms and tugging on my T-shirt with
their grubby hands, were conspiring in some embarrassing fraud. I put on one of my surgical
gloves and handed the fat woman some dirty notes, certain that I was doing her a great
favour.
The supermarket had an air of exclusivity, protected as it was by two armed guards and
brutally efficient air conditioning. I had tried living like a Kenyan athlete for the last three
months but when you start breaking into the cough syrup and laxative chocolates for a night
time sugar fix you know that something’s got to give. Grabbing a basket I strode along the
tiled floor, rejoicing in the cleanliness and silence of the place. I had been having the sort of
food fantasies normally associated with pregnant women. This time it was condensed milk
and Pop Tarts. I was convinced that these alone could give me the energy needed to get
through tonight’s interval sessions.
When we met at the checkout I felt the need to explain. ‘I’d never eat this stuff at home,
but I can’t resist. I’m starving: all this packaging and advertising. The Kenyan runners are
lucky really, that they don’t have this temptation.’
‘I’m sure they’d see things a little differently,’ Kirsten replied.
As we cycled back towards the market I noticed that the street was emptying, the
stallholders were folding up the cardboard boxes that had doubled as tables and making the
cotton sheets on which their wares had been displayed into makeshift bags.
Roaring round the corner a few hundred men bolted bug eyed and wild towards us. I
turned my bike to pedal away but Kirsten was going nowhere. ‘Look,’ she said and sure
enough the men had slowed and were dabbing puckered cuts on heads and bunching back
together again. Many were waving dusty palm branches in the way people here did when
there was a traffic accident, cow running amok or visiting dignitary. A large number of them
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were wearing orange T shirts or baseball caps which, unless a charity affiliated with the
Dutch national football team was also doing good work in this area, seemed a strange
coincidence.
‘Let’s get out of here,’ I hissed. ‘It’s some kind of demonstration.’
The last few stallholders were making their escape and even the laziest of the onlookers
were getting to their feet and edging away. All things considered following them seemed the
best option but Kirsten was intent on getting us in trouble.
‘Following a man who’s running away isn’t always a good idea,’ she said reading the fear
on my face.
This was clearly debatable but I didn’t want her to think me a coward. ‘What’s with the
orange?’
‘It shows their affiliation with the presidential candidate Odaiga.’
These words meant nothing to me so I said, ‘I think you’re right.’
We were far enough from the crowd that we could see over their heads. Around the
corner strode a police officer, fat and calmly officious in his dark green shirt and black beret,
armed with only a bamboo stick and whistle. He swiped at the legs of the protesters who
withdrew from him like the sea before a Tsunami. The officer was followed by five more
policemen each holding rifles. The crowd screeched and emboldened by their shared
indignation shuffled forward. It was only then I realised Kirsten had rested her camera on
the bike’s handlebars and was filming the whole thing.
‘It’s against the law to film the police,’ I hissed. ‘Stop it. I’m serious. They’ve got guns.’
On cue, a shot cracked through the muggy afternoon. Wailing, the crowd split in all
directions. I ducked behind my bike as if they were aiming at me, as if the bike offered
protection.
‘He only shot in the air,’ Kirsten announced, ‘it sounded like a blank anyway.’
I started creeping away from her madness. As if she knew what blanks sounded like. A
barrage of shots rang out and suddenly the protesters were rushing around us, but not with
that graceful tall stride we’d seen when training with Kenyan athletes. These people ran the
way people on newsreels around the world do: dodging imagined bullets, crouching low to
the ground, trying to make themselves as small a target as possible.
I abandoned my bike and chased after them, delighted to be putting as much distance
between myself and whatever horror was happening behind. Around me people shrieked, in
terror and joy. Protesters hugged each other, as if to confirm that they were intact. A couple
more shots rang out but the police were following another group of demonstrators who had
escaped in a different direction. Squinting through the russet dust kicked up by retreating
feet, I saw Kirsten crouched behind her bike, camera still in hand. A man howled and
pointed at what looked like our gang of street children as they dragged one of their Day-Glo
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number from the road. I was caught up in the protesters gathering scrum of fury as they
turned and charged after the police. Men pulled and dragged me down the road. I was thrust
rudely in Kirsten’s direction.
‘What the fuck are you doing? We have to get out of here.’ I snatched her camera picked
up my bike and pedaled frantically with her in hot pursuit. We raced through a part of the
town that looked like it had been hit by a hurricane. Presumably there was some sort of order
to the ramshackle mess of metal, old truck tyres and sheeting but I certainly couldn’t see it.
Once the tidal roar of the protest ebbed away and all I could hear was a distant sound, soft as
sobs, I stopped. The air in the streets was head achingly heavy. Eyes watched us from dirty
shop windows and dark, dank doors.
‘Can I get my camera back?’
I thought about throwing it down a drainage hole.
‘What was that all about? You could have got us shot.’
‘Camera.’
I handed it to her.
‘I’m stopping at the internet café. You can cycle home alone if you want.’
I caught up with her on Nandi Street where life seemed to be going on as if nothing had
happened. We parked our bikes next to a plastic Christmas tree whose fairy lights flashed
inconsequentially in the sun.
On the walls of the internet café a Ferrari calendar from the year before last, an aerial
photo of Mecca, two traditional Chinese ink paintings and a Wonderbra advert rudely ripped
from a magazine marked the tide line of international culture. People stared at screens for
news from distant lands like immigrants in past times hanging out in harbours, waiting for
gossip from home. Rules and regulations most of which were capitalised and highlighted in
luminous green were posted on bare patches of wall. The only thing that made it different
from any inner-city Internet cafe in Britain was the guard with the Kalashnikov at the door.
There were seven computers of a vintage only seen in skips or lofts in Britain. I sat next
to three generations of an Indian family who were picnicking around their keyboard whilst
weeping and wailing at the webcam. Kirsten meanwhile was watching the afternoon’s protest
silently descend into chaos on the small screen of her camera.
‘Did you see something?’
‘It’s hard to know on this. Man that was brutal, just brutal.’ She chewed her lower lip. I
wasn’t sure if she was talking about me running away or the protest. ‘That’s it,’ she said
pulling a USB cable from her bag.
‘What are you doing with that?’
‘I’m going to email the film to some news channels and newspapers. There’s nothing on
their sites about what’s going on out here.’
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‘But what’s it to do with you?’ She shook her head as if to say: if you need to ask that
question you’ll never understand the answer.
After a few minutes she said, ‘Shit. This isn’t working.’
‘What?’
‘This computer hasn’t got a program that’ll allow me to upload the film. Can I try your
computer?’
‘It’s closing time and besides, whatever you’ve got on that camera could cause us and
the people on it a lot of trouble.’
‘For fuck’s sake Mike.’
‘I don’t know what you saw that you think is so important but it’s gone, past. Sending
that film isn’t going to help anyone.’
‘So we just pretend it didn’t happen?’
‘The world doesn’t have to pretend. It isn’t interested. End of. The reason you can’t find
any reports in British newspapers about the election or whatever’s going on out here is that
nobody cares.’
‘This could change that,’ she said shaking the camera at me, tendons on her neck
quivering, rind raw rims of eyes filling with tears.
‘We really don’t have time. Maybe tomorrow.’ I went to the counter and paid for our
session with a few tatty brown notes.
‘Welcome again,’ the man smiled as he handed back my change. I put the notes into a
resealable sandwich bag so they wouldn’t touch my skin and hid the package inside my sock.
After handling the money I cleaned my hands with antiseptic wipes.
As we collected our bikes I noticed crumbling cathedrals of cumulus nimbus in the
direction of Lake Victoria. Soon they would collapse across the whole sky and the afternoon’s
thunder storm would begin. We cycled past The Glorious Barbers and into our gang of street
children who were hanging about outside The Wellness Butchers with its blood speckled
window and hanging hooks.
A boy who looked like he had been in a fight halted Kirsten and sullenly said, ‘Mother,
father, sister dead, hello you, hello fine, hello 10 shillings.’
Kirsten for once looked uncomfortable and I intervened, ‘She’s already given you
money.’
‘Mother, father, sister dead, hello you, hello fine, hello 10 shillings,’ the boy insisted.
‘Where’s your friend?’ Kirsten asked. ‘Where is,’ she looked imploringly at me,
‘Malpas?’
‘Malpas? Who he?’
‘The boy … shit, we never even knew his name.’ Emboldened they shuffled closer their
jaundiced eyes on me as they barged each other for position. This close, the toxic stench of
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their glue stained tops seared my nostril.
Kirsten wiped her eyes. Inspired, I took a packet of biscuits from my bag and handed it
to the boy. ‘Don’t fight over these,’ I warned.
‘10 shilling,’ the head boy demanded.
‘If I give you money, you’ll only spend it getting high. You’ll go out of your minds if you
keep sniffing that stuff.’
‘Where else should we go,’ the new leader snapped, waving at the slum behind them.
‘Ten shilling, tomorrow.’
‘Ok, tomorrow,’ I promised, knowing I would be on a plane by then, drinking to forget.
‘Me tomorrow, me tomorrow, me tomorrow,’ the other boys wailed, their faces
desperate and doubtful, full of anger and pity for my lies. I looked at their Day-Glo strips,
legs so skinny that their knees seemed bulbously deformed, swollen dirty feet and calcified
toenails that reminded me of dried out slivers of soap.
‘Tomorrow,’ I replied.
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Shopping Days to Christmas
JoAnne McKay
Twenty is plenty.
Eighteen? Eighteen?
I am Johanimus Rubimus McKayius,
Commander of the Housewives of the North,
General of the Decorating Legions,
Loyal servant to the true emperor, Conspicuous Consumption.
Mother to an acquisitive son,
Wife of a sockandpantless husband
And I will have my shopping
In this place or the next.
Hell.
At my signal
Unleash Visa.
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